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Serving The ESO Xbox NA community, 

TSC is here to keep your coffers overflowing!







  


 Welcome to Tamriel Savings Co!
 TSC enhances the ESO Xbox NA community's trading landscape with our innovative tool, the TSC Price Fetcher. Offering a user-friendly price check tool, web app, and Discord bot, we empower players to effortlessly assess guild trader item values and trends. Our comprehensive data is directly derived from the sales history of numerous in-game guilds, ensuring the utmost reliability for informed decision-making in the dynamic realm of guild trading. 


 Discover the full potential of your trading journey with TSCs exceptional pricing insights! While you're here, explore the in-game community auction schedule, delve into our monthly housing blog, and stay updated with our weekly guild trader location and active guilds information. Your enriched gaming experience begins here! 





  


 Help TSC Help You!
Every donation, no matter how big or small, makes a real impact. You can choose to donate monthly using PayPal or Patreon, or make a one time donation using PayPal, CashApp, or Venmo.
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                                             TSC Price Fetcher             

         
                                                                 x               
             
                 
                 
           
                                             TSC Price Fetcher uses item names             and images from             UESP                        

         
                  




  


 Search Instructions and Tips


Search Functions

	When you start typing, we'll show you the most relevant matches as buttons
	When you type in the exact name of an item, the search will display sales data for that item
	When searching motifs, you may enter the motif # followed by the item type in lieu of the full motif name
	Desktop users: Press esc key or backspace to clear the item card and show item buttons



Item Name Exceptions

	All caught fish are grouped and listed as Raw Fish
	Equipment items are listed as set name followed by the item type, regardless of how it appears in game (example: search for Dragon Axe instead of Axe of the Dragon)
	Named set items are changed to the set name and item type (example: search for Mother’s Sorrow Lightning Staff instead of Argonian Muck Minder of Mother’s Sorrow)
	Alternate names for jewelry, like Collar and Band, are changed to Necklace or Ring, respective to the item type
	Do not include Crafting Motif or Style Page prefixes (example: search for Dremora Daggers instead of Crafting Motif 63: Dremora Daggers)
	Do not include punctuation or quotation marks in item names (example: search for Cadwell’s Staff instead of Cadwell’s “Staff”)



What we don't record

	Item traits (because traits are not provided in sales history)
	Sealed Master Writs
	Crafted or non-set equipment
	Intricate items
	Contraband items
	Glyphs






  


 Manage a Discord server?
Add the TSC Price Fetcher Discord Bot
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The #1 source for ESO Xbox NA price check, market tracker, and trader information
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https://figureswithattitude.com/




  



Digital Cookie Jar 🍪🏺- Indulge Responsibly
Hey there! We use cookies on this site, but don't worry, they're the sweetest kind - virtual snickerdoodles 🍪❤️! By continuing to browse, you're agreeing to our cookie, privacy & use policies. Enjoy the delicious journey! Bon appétit 

Bring on the cookies!















